A simple and versatile phase detector for heterodyne interferometers.
The measurement of the relative phase of two sinusoidal electrical signals is a frequently encountered task in heterodyne interferometry, but also occurs in many other applications. Especially in interferometry, multi-radian detectors are often required, which track the temporal evolution of the phase difference and are able to register phase changes that exceed 2π. While a large variety of solutions to this problem is already known, we present an alternative approach, which pre-processes the signals with simple analog circuitry and digitizes two resulting voltages with an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), whose sampling frequency can be far below the frequency of the sinusoidal signals. Phase reconstruction is finally carried out by software. The main advantage of this approach is its simplicity, using only few low-cost hardware components and a standard 2-channel ADC with low performance requirements. We present an application on the two-color interferometer of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, where the relative phase of 40 MHz sinusoids is measured.